NOTTS AVE CLOSED
7.30AM-6.30PM
THU, 20 OCT - SUN, 6 NOV
(RESIDENTS & TAXIS EXCEPTED)

FLETCHER ST, MARKS LN & KENNETH ST CLOSED
7.30AM-6.30PM
THU, 20 OCT - SUN, 6 NOV
(RESIDENTS EXCEPTED)

GAERLOCH AV & DELLVIEW ST
ONE-WAY COUPLEТ
10AM THU, 20 OCT - 10AM MON, 7 NOV

ASHLEY ST, BAYVIEW ST, SILVA ST, CARLISLE, BIRRELL ST, Darling ST & WOLAROI CR CLOSED
7.30AM-6.30PM
THU, 20 OCT - SUN, 6 NOV
(RESIDENTS EXCEPTED)

MIRIMAR AV, THOMPSON ST & TURNER ST
ONE-WAY COUPLEТ
10AM THU, 20 OCT - 10AM MON, 7 NOV
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